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Objective and Purpose: A triage system that prioritizes care according to medical urgency
has a favorable effect on safety and efficiency of emergency care. The Dutch obstetric
telephone triage system is comparable to physical triage systems. It consists of five urgency
levels: resuscitation and life threatening (U1), emergency (U2), urgent (U3), non-urgent (U4)
and self-care advice (U5). The purpose of this study was to determine the diagnostic and
external validity of the Dutch obstetric telephone triage system in obstetric emergency care.
Patients and Methods: The validity of the Dutch obstetric telephone triage system was
studied in a prospective observational study in four hospitals. Diagnostic validity of usual
care was determined by comparing the assigned urgency level of the Dutch obstetric
telephone triage system with a reference standard. This reference standard was obtained by
face-to-face clinical assessment in hospital following telephone triage. Clinical follow-up
after assessment was also recorded. For statistical analyses, urgency levels were dichoto
mized into high urgency (U1, U2) and intermediate urgency (U3, U4). Self-care advice (U5)
could not be studied because these patients were not referred to hospital.
Results: In total, 983 cases (U1-U4) across the four hospitals were included, 625 (64%)
cases were categorized as high urgency and 358 (36%) as intermediate urgency. The Dutch
obstetric telephone triage system’s urgency level agreed with the reference standard in 53%
(n=525; 95% CI 50–57%). According to the reference standard the Dutch obstetric telephone
triage system had undertriage in 16% (n=160) and overtriage in 30% (n=298) of the cases.
Sensitivity for high urgency was 76% (95% CI 72–80), specificity 49% (95% CI 44–53).
Positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 60% (95% CI 56–63) and 67%
(95% CI 62–72), respectively. After clinical assessment, urgent care was needed in 8.7%
(n=31) of the intermediate-urgency cases, none of these cases were life threatening
situations.
Conclusion: DOTTS shows an acceptable diagnostic validity with room for improvement.
Keywords: telephone triage, diagnostic validity, external validity, under-triage, sensitivity,
obstetric emergency care
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The increased volume of obstetric emergency care and the pursuit of high-quality
interpretation and documentation of unplanned obstetric care consultations, require
improvement of current care processes.1–3 A triage system by telephone that
prioritizes care according to urgency is known to have a favorable effect on safety
and efficiency of emergency care.4–8
The Manchester Triage system (MTS), Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale
(CTAS) and Emergency Severity Index (ESI) are commonly used in emergency
departments worldwide.5,9 However, triage systems for emergency departments are
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not specific enough for unplanned obstetric care.
Therefore, in several countries obstetric physical triage
systems have been developed, eg, in Canada the
Obstetric Triage Acuity Scale (OTAS),10–12 in the United
States the Maternal Fetal Triage Index (MFTI) and in the
United Kingdom, the Birmingham Symptoms specific
Obstetric Triage System (BSOTS).2,13,14 In Switzerland,
an obstetric section has been added to the general Swiss
Emergency Triage Scale (SETS).3,15 Recently, the Iranian
Obstetric Triage Index (IOTI) has been developed in Iran
(2020).16
All these triage systems are based on consensus of
opinion by experts. Evaluation of triage systems involves
assessments of validity and reliability. Triage can be
viewed as a diagnostic assessment; therefore, the metho
dology of diagnostic studies is applicable. However, no
diagnostic validation studies have been performed for
obstetric physical triage systems.2,3,10,11,13–16 Diagnostic
validation studies of triage should ideally evaluate whether
the triage process accurately predicts the correct level of
urgency. However, there is no single outcome measure that
captures the concept of urgency.17 Validation of (nonobstetric) triage systems in different studies is commonly
based on some of the following outcomes; the agreement
of the system with expert opinions, assessment of vital
signs, admission to intensive care unit (ICU), death, need
for operations and/or follow-up.5
In addition to assessment of internal validity, where
studies are performed in a single setting, external validity
can also be studied. External validity is based on studies in
different settings.17 Diagnostic validity of triage systems
used in different emergency departments show a wide
variation of existing scales and also a wide variation of
results.5,9 Diagnostic external validity of MTS shows an
agreement of triage of 49.7–61.6% with a 6.2 −14.1%
range of undertriage and a 26.9–44.0% range of overt
riage; sensitivity is reported to be between 0.47 and 0.87
and specificity between 0.83 and 0.89.9 Analyses of the
diagnostic validity of MTS, ESI and CTAS show sensitiv
ity values of 0.58–0.88 and specificity values of 0.59–0.84
for ICU admission. And hospitalization or discharge after
the emergency visit had a sensitivity of 0.08–0.65 and
a specificity of 0.64–0.98 for low urgency patients.5 The
obstetric triage systems SETS and MTFI show higher
agreement. Agreement was 78.4% with SETS and 72.9%
with MFTI, both had no purpose to search for diagnostic
validity. No diagnostic validation studies have been per
formed for OTAS, BSOTS, IOTI.10,11,14,16
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It is important to note that all these triage
systems2,3,5,9–11,13–16 have been developed to determine
the urgency of care requests by means of physical (faceto-face) triage. In practice, most women call first to ask
whether it is necessary to have a consultation.18,19 To
provide a uniform and practical basis for estimating the
severity of symptoms of unplanned obstetric or other
emergency obstetric care requests by telephone, the
Dutch obstetric telephone triage system (DOTTS) was
developed. DOTTS is an evidence-based guideline for
obstetric telephone triage and is developed through
a multi-phase multi-center study with relevant stake
holders. DOTTS was introduced in 2015 and is currently
used in 25% of all Dutch hospitals (n=20/78).20–22 The
purpose of the present study was to determine the diag
nostic and external validity of DOTTS in obstetric emer
gency care.

Patients and Methods
Design
The diagnostic and external validity of DOTTS were studied
in a prospective observational study. Diagnostic validity was
determined by comparing the assigned urgency level of
DOTTS with a reference standard. This reference standard
was the urgency level of DOTTS determined by a medical
doctor (obstetrician in training) or hospital midwife, after
clinical assessment during follow-up in the hospital. Also,
patients’ follow-up after assessment was studied. Patients’
follow-up was recorded in two classifications: 1) urgent care
(hospitalization – life threatening situation or hospitalization
with treatment or preterm labor) and 2) non-urgent care
(hospitalization without treatment or in labor after 37
weeks or home after consultation). The external validity
was determined by comparing the results of four hospitals.
DOTTS consists of five presenting symptoms: fluid
loss, vaginal bleeding, abdominal pain, concerned preg
nant/non-somatic symptoms and other physical symptoms.
DOTTS is comparable to other triage system, in that it
consists of five urgency levels: resuscitation and life threa
tening, emergency, urgent, non-urgent and self-care
advice. Staff is given the opportunity to overrule the
DOTTS urgency category.22

Participants, Organizational Context and
Study Period
To test external validity, four different hospitals were
included in this study. Hospitals A, B and C are teaching
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hospitals, hospitals A and C each with approximately 3100
deliveries per year. Hospital B is one of the largest in the
Netherlands, with over 6100 deliveries per year. Hospital
D is a smaller, non-teaching hospital, with about 1100
deliveries a year. Three hospitals have a stand-alone triage
department next to the delivery ward. In one hospital, the
triage consultations are performed in the delivery ward.
The four hospitals are geographically spread out through
out the Netherlands.
In all hospitals DOTTS was implemented into usual care
by way of protocol change. The implementation process of
DOTTS was individually guided: a digital application was
built in the main hospital’s information system and was
accessible in the patient’s record. In addition, specific train
ing was given to the staff responsible of triage (obstetrical
nurses or doctor’s assistants). Furthermore, all professionals
from the reference standard followed an information session
and received written information about this research.
A special application was added to the patient’s digital
record in which entering of the reference standard items
was obligatory. In each hospital, a medical professional
was available for any questions to the research.
The study was conducted in Hospital A between
April 2018 and September 2019. In Hospital
B between March and December 2018. In Hospital
C between July 2017 and December 2018, and
Hospital D between June 2018 and November 2019.
This study period depended on the date of implementa
tion of DOTTS.

Data Collection and Statistical Analysis
During every telephone call triage staff used DOTTS to
record patients’ characteristics, categories of presenting
symptoms and urgency levels in a digital application in
patient’s record. Patient characteristics gathered were age,
gestational age, gravity/parity, singleton/multiple preg
nancy, presenting symptoms and urgency levels. Triage
staff were able to overrule DOTTS, if they did not agree
with the classification. Urgency levels assigned by triage
staff, even overruled, was used during analysis. Only
comparison of urgency categories U1-U4 (resuscitation
and life threatening, emergency, urgent, non-urgent)
could be studied. As category U5 (self-care advice)
resulted in the patient not being referred to the hospital.
Following face-to-face clinical assessment, the urgency
of referral (reference standard) based on presenting symp
toms, urgency levels (U1-U5) and follow-up after assess
ment were also recorded in the patient’s record. In the
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application, the reference standard was guided to prevent
them from personal interpretations of the complaints by
using three question with fixed answers. In this way,
urgency levels and follow-up were structured into fixed
categories.
The validity of DOTTS was determined by comparing
the outcome of the urgency level assigned by DOTTS with
the independent reference standard. Agreed, over- and
undertriage using DOTTS were calculated. Agreed triage
was defined as the proportion of patients who had exactly
the same urgency level as a result of assessment via
DOTTS, compared to the assessed urgency level from
the reference standard. Over- and undertriage were defined
as the proportion of patients who respectively had a higher
or lower urgency level as a result of assessment via
DOTTS, compared to the assessed urgency level from
the reference standard. In addition, sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value, negative predictive value and
likelihood ratios were determined for cases classified as
high urgency. Patients’ urgency levels were dichotomized
into high urgency (U1, U2) and intermediate urgency (U3,
U4). Also, likelihood ratios were calculated to assess the
goodness of fit of DOTTS versus the reference standard.
The results from all hospitals were analyzed collec
tively to determine external validity, and per hospital to
determine internal validity. Weighted analyses were per
formed to correct for over or under representation of
characteristics caused by different numbers of cases per
hospital.
To test the clinical relevance of DOTTS, follow-up
data were also analyzed. Patients’ follow-up was recorded
in two classifications: 1) urgent care (hospitalization – life
threatening situation or hospitalization with treatment or
preterm labor) and 2) non-urgent care (hospitalization
without treatment or in labor after 37 weeks or home
after consultation). Analysis was by, which care was pro
vided after the consultation (urgent or non-urgent), in
comparison with the classification according to DOTTS
(high or intermediate urgency). During the follow-up ana
lysis, we expected cases categorized in DOTTS as inter
mediate urgency, would result in little-to-no (clinical)
classification of patients as requiring urgent care (ie,
hospitalization).
All analyses were performed using SPSS, version 26.

Ethical Approval
The study was submitted to and approved by the daily Boards
of the Medical Research Ethics Committees United (MEC-U)
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and the Medical Ethics Committee of Leiden University
Medical Center (LUMC) Act (W.16.053 and P17.075/PG/
pg). As a result of these reviews, the boards declared that
the rules laid down in the Medical Research Involving Human
Subjects Act (also known by its Dutch abbreviation WMO)
do not apply to the study and according to their judgement
there was no ethical objection to perform the study.
In accordance with Dutch legal agreements, an appli
cation statement has been requested and obtained within
each hospital. In this way, permission was obtained at the
local level ethical committees for conducting the research.
The study started when DOTTS was offered regularly.
In the Netherlands, all pregnant women are informed
during the first antenatal checkup about the use of their
perinatal data for scientific research and about the opt
ing out procedure. Withdrawal can be asked at any
moment and without explanation or reason and without
consequences for delivered care. Withdrawal was
recorded in the Electronic Patient File. Privacy is guar
anteed in accordance with Dutch legislation. Clients’
anonymity was maintained by using anonymous patient
identifiers.

Results
The outcomes of DOTTS were compared with the reference
standard in 983 triage consultations (hospital A: 624 cases,
hospital B: 193 cases, hospital C: 116 and hospital D: 50).
Mean age of patients was 31 years (SD 5) and mean gesta
tional age 32+4 weeks. A total of 382 nulliparas (38.9%) and
597 multiparous (60.7%) women were included. In four
cases, parity was unknown (0.4%). Most pregnancies were
singleton: 878 (89.3%); 91 (9.3%) were multiple (14 miss
ing/unknown (1.4%)) (Table 1). In 13 (1.3%) cases, triage
staff overruled the urgency level of DOTTS.
The urgency level U2 (emergency) was the level most
often registered (n=622, 63%). In total 625 (64%) cases were
categorized as high urgency and 358 (36%) as intermediate
urgency. Abdominal pain (n=263, 27%) was the most com
mon presenting symptom followed by anxious pregnant
woman/non-somatic symptoms (n=231, 23%) (Table 1).
DOTTS’ urgency level fully agreed with the reference
standard in 53% (n=525; 95% CI 50–57) of cases. In total,
undertriage by DOTTS was seen in 16% of cases (n=160) and
overtriage in 30% (n=298) according to the reference standard.
In 85% (n=135) of cases the amount of undertriage in DOTTS

Table 1 Characteristics of Study Population and Presenting Symptoms
Hospital, Number of Patients
Triaged = n, (%)*

Hospital
A n=624 (63)

Hospital
B n=193 (19)

Hospital
C n=116 (11)

Hospital
D n=50 (5)

Total n=983
(100)

Mean age years, mean (SD)

31 (5)

32 (5)

30 (5)

30 (4)

31 (5)

Gestational age days, mean (SD)

230 (49)

217 (60)

220 (58)

257 (31)

227 (53)

Parity**
● Multiparous, n (%)*

371 (60)

112 (58)

86 (74)

28 (56)

597 (61)

● Singleton, n (%)* ‡
● Number of cases where DOTTS

558 (89)
5

178 (92)
3

95 (93)
5

47 (94)
0

878 (89)
13

overrruled, n
Urgency levels, n (%)*
● U1 – Resuscitation

and

life-

2 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (2)

3 (0)

threatening
● U2 – Emergency

406 (65)

118 (61)

71 (61)

27 (54)

622 (63)

● U3 – Urgent
● U4 – Not Urgent

162 (26)
54 (9)

65 (34)
10 (5)

42 (36)
3 (3)

16 (32)
6 (12)

285 (29)
73 (7)

166 (27)

60 (31)

26 (22)

11 (22)

263 (27)

135 (22)

56 (29)

26 (22)

14 (28)

231 (23)

93 (15)
76 (12)

21 (11)
22 (11)

11 (9)
29 (25)

11 (22)
3 (6)

36 (14)
130 (13)

70 (11)

29 (15)

16 (14)

5 (10)

120 (12)

84 (13)

0 (0)

0 (0)

6 (12)

90 (9)

Presenting symptoms, n (%)*
● Abdominal pain

● Anxious

pregnant

^

woman/non-

somatic symptoms
● Vaginal fluid loss
● Other physical symptoms

● Vaginal bleeding
● Two or more complaints

Notes: *Due to rounding the percentages do not add to 100%. **Missing Parity n=4. ‡Missing Singleton n=14. ^Missing Presenting symptoms n=13.
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Figure 1 DOTTS compared with reference standard.

compared to the reference standard was one category and in
15% (n=25) more than one category. In 74% (n=220) of the
cases the amount of overtriage by DOTTS was one category,
and in 26% (n=78) more than one category (Figure 1).
Overall sensitivity of DOTTS was 76% (95% CI
72–80), and specificity 49% (95% CI 44–53). The overall
positive predictive value (PPV) was 60% (95% CI 56–63)
and the overall negative predictive value (NPV) 67% (95%
CI 62–72) (Table 2). Weighted analysis did not reveal
significant differences (sensitivity) 75% (95% CI 69–80),
specificity, 50% (95% CI 46–53), PPV 59% (95% CI
56–62) and NPV 67% (95% CI 63–71) (Table 2).
Likelihood ratios were LR+ 1.49 LR- 0.49 which indicates
that DOTTS is a well-fitting triage system.

There were no life-threatening cases classified with
DOTTS as intermediate urgency. However, 31 (9%) patients
who were classified by DOTTS as intermediate urgency
received hospitalization with treatment. Overall, when high
and intermediate urgency were combined, in most cases
(n=753, 77%) only a consultation was needed (Table 3).

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first
diagnostic validity study of an obstetric triage by tele
phone. DOTTS compared to a reference standard has an
agreement of 53% (95% CI 50–57), and there was overt
riage in 30% and undertriage in 16% of the cases. The
overall sensitivity and specificity were 76% and 49%.

Table 2 Diagnostic Validity of the Dutch Obstetric Telephone Triage System for the Category “High Urgency” per Hospital
Total

Sensitivity %

Specificity %

Positive Predictive Value

Negative Predictive Value

Cases, (n)

(95% CI)

(95% CI)

(PPV) % (95% CI)

(NPV) % (95% CI)

All Hospitals
● Hospital A
● Hospital B

983
624
193

76 (72–80)
77 (69–86)
76 (61–91)

49 (44–53)
47 (41–52)
54 (44–65)

60 (56–63)
60 (55–64)
64 (55–72)

67 (62–72)
67 (61–74)
68 (57–79)

● Hospital C
● Hospital D

116

75 (54–96)

50 (38–63)

55 (43–67)

71 (58–85)

50

63 (37–88)

50 (30–70)

54 (35–72)

59 (38–80)
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Table 3 Urgency of Care After Clinical Assessment
Follow-Up After Assessment
Dutch Obstetric Telephone Triage
System

Urgent Care, n (%)
Hospitalization – life threatening situation

Non-urgent care, n (%)
Hospitalization without treatment or in

Hospitalization with treatment or in labor

labor after 37 weeks
-Home after consultation

Total,
n (%)

before 37 weeks

● High Urgency*, n (%)

47 (60)
5
42

572 (64)
89
483

625 (64)

● Intermediate urgency Urgency**, n (%)

31 (40)
0

321 (36)
51

358 (36)

31

270

78 (100)

893 (100)

Total (%)

983
(100)

Notes: *Missing high urgency 6. **Missing intermediate urgency 6.

After clinical assessment urgent care was needed in 8.7%
(n=31) of the intermediate-urgency cases, none of these
cases were life threatening situations. Due to absence of
diagnostic validation studies for obstetric triage systems,
we compared the results of our study with previous studies
of physical triage systems, such as MTS, CTAS and ESI,
used in general emergency. The validity of DOTTS is
comparable to, or slightly better than the results of these
systems. Diagnostic external validity of MTS showed an
agreement of 50–62% with a range of 6–14% undertriage
and a range of 27–44% overtriage; sensitivity was found to
be 0.47–0.87 and specificity 0.83–0.89.9 Analyses of the
diagnostic validity of MTS, ESI and CTAS showed
a sensitivity of 0.58–0.88 and specificity 0.59–0.84 for
ICU admission.5 However, due to the level of heterogene
ity demonstrated in the literature, these figures are difficult
to compare.
Validity studies of MFTI and SETS, both physical
triage systems at obstetric departments, with agreement
percentages of 72.9% and 78.4%, respectively, show better
agreement compared to DOTTS. Sensitivity and specifi
city have not been studied for these systems.13,15 These
studies are about a different type of validity and due to
heterogenicity of methods and quality of studies, it is
difficult to compare these studies.3
In this study, we compared triage by telephone with
a reference standard after clinical (physical) assessment.
Telephone triage has more challenges compared to physi
cal triage; such as the lack of clinical assessment and
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initial diagnostic examinations.6,18,19 In our study clinical
assessment occurred later, after some waiting time (for
example, at home and/or during transport to the hospital)
and after being able to do diagnostic tests, such as measur
ing blood pressure and monitoring fetal condition. It is
unclear what effect waiting time and the results of avail
ability of these tests have on the reference standard.
However, we followed the method of Moll (2009), which
advises to stay close to the reality of clinical practice. Moll
argues that, as compared to diagnostic tests, there is no
single outcome measure that captures the concept and
therefore, researchers have to select the best proxy as
a reference standard. This proxy, in our study and compar
able studies, is the ultimate clinical decision that has been
made, based upon the doctor’s opinion, including physical
examination and (laboratory) tests.17
The sensitivity in our study is higher compared to
specificity, indicating that DOTTS is able to classify
highly urgent cases better than intermediate urgent cases.
The likelihood ratio supported this outcome. This is of
high clinical importance, as a triage system is meant to
classify the need for highly urgent care. In studies on
physical triage in general emergency care, the opposite
was observed. Further research is essential to confirm
a hypothetical explanation regarding factors such as the
difference in number of cases examined in this study and
the difference in the amount of presenting symptoms. To
increase agreement of triage sensitivity, specificity, PPV
and NPV follow-up research, with special attention for
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sub-analysis, is needed. Undertriage should be avoided in
a triage system, as it can be assumed that this could cause
irreversible health damage as a result of waiting time.
Every single case involving undertriage can indicate fac
tors, which can be used to consider improvement of qual
ity in future.23,24
In addition to a good assessment of medical urgency,
a telephone triage system is also intended to provide a good
distribution of resources and to avoid unnecessary consulta
tions. With a 49% level of specificity (95% CI 44–53) it can
be said that DOTTS does not provide sufficient differentia
tion in the “intermediate urgency” category. These findings
are consistent with the literature.4,25 While some overtriage
can be explained by the lack of diagnostic examinations; we
should review this aspect critically. Clearly, further research
is needed to explore specificity, especially what is required
to reduce overtriage.
Various studies have been performed to test the validity
of triage systems. However, the lack of homogeneity,
especially the variety in outcome measures, makes this
challenging.16,17 Current evidence suggests that the use
of a multivariate approach with external validation can
be seen as the highest achievable goal.4,5,17 The results
of this study, which was conducted in line with this
approach, as well as (earlier) confirmation of DOTTS
content validity22 support this conclusion. Nevertheless,
we need to stay critical about whether triage can be com
pared to screening tool studies.
Separate analysis of the outcomes in each of the four
included hospitals showed no significant differences.
Therefore, the external validity of the system is
sufficient.17 The results for specificity, PPV and NPV were
almost identical in the hospitals studied (Table 2). However,
the sensitivity between the hospitals varied between 63%
and 77%. Reasons for this are not studied but could include
differences in the type (teaching or non-teaching), location
and/or size of the hospitals studied. It is known that regular
exposure to triage is required to use it properly.5 However,
more research is necessary in order to confirm whether
additional factors, such as those we suggest, can also influ
ence the sensitivity of telephone triage systems.
In follow-up research, special attention should also be
given to urgency level 5 (U5), which is self-care advice. It
is a weakness in this research that it was not possible to
include this category. It can lead to overestimating or
underestimating of the accuracy of DOTTS. At this
moment, we can state that in obstetric practice of Dutch
hospitals, people who contact for the same complaint
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a second time will always be present in this study. The
reason is that the clinical procedure is that if a patient calls
again about the same complaint within 24 hours, she will
always come to the hospital for clinical assessment.
Special attention was given to this clinical procedure dur
ing the specific training.
In addition to validity, evaluations of triage systems
also involve assessment of reliability. Reliability refers to
the degree of intra-observer and inter-observer variability
of the system.3,17 Results of studies, which consider both
reliability and validity, can indicate what improvements
are needed in the future. Also, insight into sensitivity and
specificity per presenting symptom could lead to improve
ment of the system.26 In addition, more information
regarding the quality of the telephone conversation is
important. Knowledge of which social skills and medical
knowledge triage staff needs are of particular value for
future improvements. Recordings of telephone calls for
training purposes and audits could provide more insight.6–8
This was a prospective study conducted in daily prac
tice, in which we used the usual care outcomes as refer
ence standard. In comparable studies, specific individuals
or simulators were selected as reference standard.4,15 In
our study, any medical doctor or midwife could provide
the reference standard. This makes our reference standard
representative of daily practice. However, in a validation
study a reference standard must identify the true urgency
and there is debate concerning the best way to choose the
reference standard.9 Other studies27 have shown that
experience plays a role in decision-making in triage.
Therefore, a potential limitation of our study could be
that this might have unfavorably influenced our results:
especially in the case where a study participant had limited
work experience.
The results showed that by using DOTTS an estimate
of urgency level can be made. Therefore, the use of
DOTTS can be encouraged in obstetric practice. In near
future, additional research of DOTTS is necessary. If the
urgency of care can be adequately estimated by telephone,
this contributes to better distribution of human and finan
cial resources. Ultimately, the increasing volume of urgent
care within maternity service provision makes this neces
sary. This is comparable with any crisis, such as during the
current COVID-19 pandemic, in which scarcity of medical
professionals necessitates evaluation of symptoms by
telephone.
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Conclusion
DOTTS shows an acceptable diagnostic validity with room
for improvement. The overall sensitivity was 76%, and
DOTTS compared to a reference standard has an agreement
of 53%, and overtriage in 30% and undertriage in 16% of the
cases. Future studies need to establish reliability and diag
nostic validity of self-care advice (U5). Also, more insight
into specificity could lead to improvement of the system.
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